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Introduction
Since Deng Xiaoping’s adoption of open reforms in 1979, the international community has witnessed the growth and development of China into an economic power. Based on rapid growth, China has not only become an economic power over the past decade, it has also come to exert more influence on both the global and regional levels. Yet the implication of China’s rise is not necessarily agreeable to the world. Over the past decade, while China has come to occupy center stage of the global economy, its open intent to secure “core interests” in the South China Sea and the East Sea (Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands) challenged the thesis that China’s rise will be peaceful. Besides growing confrontations against the U.S. in many aspects, Sino-Japanese relations is an often cited example of the paradox in China’s rise.

Although economic relations continue to expand between China and Japan, in terms of foreign policy and regional security, Japan remains vigilant over China’s expanding influence. Since Shinzo Abe’s return as Japan’s new prime minister in 2012, Tokyo has undertaken a series of actions aimed at containing China. Besides Abe’s “Three Arrows”, Japan subsequently pushed forward its containment strategy by strengthening relations with the U.S., Burma and India. Japan’s participation in the U.S. led Transpacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations and improvements in Japan-Burma and Japan-India relations make up an offensive that challenges China’s growing influence in the region. As an inter-regional trade liberalization architecture proposed by the Obama administration in 2008 to re-establish Washington’s economic influence in Asia and reconnect the US with its regional allies, the TPP plays a critical role in the US rebalance strategy towards Asia.

This article is an attempt at making clear of Japan’s new strategic offensive in Asia and its implications for Sino-Japanese relations. Departing from domestic leadership change and geopolitical developments in the region, this article focuses on how the second Abe administration responds to China’s continuing rise in the new century. The central argument is that the new Abe administration has adopted a two pronged approach towards containing China’s expanding influence in Asia. On the one hand, Japan seeks to strengthen relations with India and Burma through security and economic cooperation in order to contain Chinese influence from the South. On the other hand, should the TPP be realized in the near future, together with the U.S. and other Southeast Asian states, the TPP would essentially reinforce Japan’s relations with member states and counter balance Chinese influence from the Pacific. By taking into account both economic and geopolitical initiatives adopted by the Abe administration, the author seeks to place Japan’s recent moves onto the strategic level and distinguish the discussion from purely political, economic or geopolitical considerations of Japanese foreign policy.
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Japan’s New Security Strategy: Driving Forces

Since the end of World War II, Japan’s security strategy took on a unique path incomparable to most states in the world. Deemed as the culprit responsible for initiating war in the Asia Pacific, Japan’s war making ability was subsequently taken away by a revision in its constitution supported by the general atmosphere in the international community. Henceforth, Japan became an “un-normal” state, stripped of the right to carry out a military offensive --- a privilege usually regarded as the most important capability of a state. The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the U.S. and Japan, concluded in 1951, would become the mainstay of Japanese security policy over the next six decades.

Regardless of limitations befallen by Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution, the Mutual Cooperation and Security Treaty granted Tokyo several possibilities in terms of security strategy, from relying on Washington’s security umbrella and completely abandoning the Japanese military to investing in military development and pushing for an eventual revision of the constitution. In the new century, while domestic debates on the future of Japan’s security policy continues to rage on, the U.S. remains a centerpiece in Japanese security.

As a result of shifting balance of power in Asia emanating from China’s rise, Tokyo and Washington moved closer in terms of security cooperation in recent years. Following Shinzo Abe’s return to office in 2012, Japan’s security strategy seemed to have taken a major turn towards more assertiveness on the international stage. By taking into account both domestic changes in Japan and regional changes in the Asia Pacific since 2008, we can identify three key factors that have shaped Tokyo’s new security strategy: leadership changes in Japan and Abe’s return to power; China’s rise and growing aggressiveness; and U.S. return to Asia.

Leadership Change in Japan

In terms of domestic changes, it is important to note Shinzo Abe’s re-election to office. Since Junichiro Koizumi’s stepping out of office in 2006, Japan became prone to frequent leadership changes. Instability in domestic politics led to incoherence in many aspects of Japanese foreign policy, most notably in the different policy emphasis of respective leaderships. To a certain extent, the 3/11 Earthquake in 2011 not only brought about lethal damages to Japanese society and economy, the disaster also contributed in part to the short lived Kan and Noda administrations, which struggled to deal with the aftermath of the earthquake besides other issues. The Japanese public’s low opinion of both Kan and Noda established the stage for the return of Abe, who was imbued with a general aspiration for “change.”

Since the inauguration of the Abe administration, Japan seemed to begin turning away from its “weak” image in recent years and towards making a stronger presence in Asia. Perhaps as an effort to maintain popular support, Abe undertook many bold moves that surprised observers around the world. Economically, Abe introduced wide range macroeconomic reforms --- Abenomics --- that aimed to finally rescue Japan
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from the deep crevice of lost decades. In addition, on July 23, 2013, Japan joined the U.S.-led TPP negotiations, temporarily quelling major debates within the country. On the foreign policy front, the Abe administration has reached out to countries as wide apart as India, Russia, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia and Myanmar in an attempt to strengthen Japan’s foreign relations. In Africa, Abe pledged 3.2 trillion yen (32 billion USD) in development assistance. In short, it is clear that Japan under the Abe administration seems to be taking more initiatives towards defining its status on the world stage.

China’s Rise and U.S. Return to Asia

Regarding regional changes, developments towards a growing bipolar structure defined by Sino-U.S. relations should be noted. From the view of Japan, the issue can be further separated into the factors of China rising and U.S. return to Asia. The rise of China was a major reason that generated America’s return to Asia; both events contributed to a shift in the balance of power in Asia, with powers caught up in the clash of titans increasingly forced to consider their policy in terms of great power behavior. In other words, the policy space of powers such as Japan is shrinking. The China-U.S.-Japan strategic triangle is useful for thinking about the formation of Tokyo’s security strategy in the new century.

Regardless of historical animosities, Japan was one of the earliest states to identify China’s rise and Beijing’s potential to challenge regional order. In 1990, Tomohide Murai of Japan’s National Defense Academy published an article under the title “New China ‘Threat’ Theory” in the conservative publication Shokun. Murai’s article is generally acknowledged as the pioneer work that inspired a series of similar works both inside and outside Japan. Despite Beijing’s efforts to placate international concerns over China’s rise with proposals such as “peaceful development” (heping fazhan) and “harmonious worldview” (hexie shijieguan), Tokyo remains vigilant and unsettled over Beijing. In the eyes of Tokyo, China’s continued belligerence in both the East China Sea and South China Sea and ambitions over Taiwan are strong evidences for Japan to keep itself at arms length with China.

Economically, China continues to serve as the most important market for Japanese exports. In 2011, Sino-Japanese trade reached 344.9 billion USD, with
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exports to China contributing to 20.6% of Japan’s total exports abroad; China has served as Japan’s top trade partner since 2007. Therefore, in terms of bilateral relations, Japan came to find itself mired in a “love and hate” relationship with China that demonstrates economic attachment with the mainland and wariness over Beijing’s security and political ambitions. For Tokyo, such a relationship could only be burdensome, as trade figures suggest growing economic dependence on a regional power that harbors strong antagonism towards Japan. China’s displacement of Japan to become the world’s second largest economy in 2011 adds to Japan’s regional insecurity.

Meanwhile, from a broader regional point of view, China’s rise caught the attention of the U.S. and encouraged the latter to pursue a return to the Asia Pacific after 2008. Since the inauguration of the Obama administration in 2008, Washington pivoted towards Asia and actively engaged China’s neighbors. Besides Obama’s visit to Korea, Japan, India, Indonesia and Burma, the U.S. strengthened military cooperation with Korea, Japan and Australia and entered into regional forums such as the East Asia Summit (EAS) and ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). While Washington continues to engage Beijing through the hosting of joint summit meetings and an open invitation for China to participate in the TPP negotiations, Sino-U.S. competition in various regions continue to suggest disquieting undercurrents beneath bilateral good will.

For example, in Southeast Asia, Washington re-balanced towards the region by participating in the ARF and EAS and signing the Code of Conduct on the South China Sea with ASEAN, both events that were long carried out by Beijing. At the 17th ARF in Vietnam in 2010, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton responded to territorial disputes in the South China Sea by announcing that the peaceful resolution of competing sovereignty claims in the region is a U.S. “national interest” and Washington “supports a collaborative diplomatic process by all claimants for resolving the various territorial disputes without coercion.” Washington’s aspiration towards a mediator role generated Beijing’s displeasure, as China’s vice foreign minister Cui Tiankai responded by asking the U.S. “to leave the dispute to be sorted out between the claimant states.”

Strategic competition aside, the TPP proposal reinforced Washington’s pivot strategy and made clear America’s determination to regain its influence in Asia.

For Japan, U.S. return to Asia provides Tokyo with support and justification to respond more forcefully against Beijing’s growing influence. Notwithstanding Japan’s role as one of Washington’s most important allies in Asia, U.S. pivot strategy provides Japan with an opportunity to regain some of its regional influence lost to China in recent years. In contrast to hedging strategies under the Kan and Noda administrations, Japan under the Abe administration seemed to be moving towards a more conservative approach in foreign policy. Despite strong trade relations with China, as Richard Samuel suggests, Japan is moving towards a balancing strategy towards Beijing supported by stronger cooperation with the U.S.  
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As early as the immediate aftermath of Abe’s re-election to office, Japan’s new leader pledged to strengthen bilateral relations with the U.S., a step that was deemed critical to turning Japan’s security and foreign policy around. On May 9, 2013, Japan and the U.S. held the first Japan-U.S. Cyber Dialogue in Tokyo and concluded on a joint statement after the conference that urged for cooperation on exchanging cyber information, national cyber strategies and cyber areas related to national defense and security policy. Initiative of cyber cooperation may be a reaction to U.S. claims to Chinese cyber attacks in February 2013. In terms of traditional security, on August 23, 2013, Japan participated in a joint air drill hosted by the U.S. and included the participation of South Korea and Australia, all major allies of Washington in the Asia Pacific that jointly encircle China.

With Japan-U.S. relations strengthened, the Abe administration has moved forward to carry out bold foreign policy moves aimed to contain China.

Around the Great Wall: India, Burma and TPP

Since Abe’s inauguration, Japan has taken bold actions along China’s frontiers in an attempt to “fence in” the latter. Japan’s new containment strategy comes in twofold: strengthening relations with both India and Burma and entering the U.S. led TPP initiative. By reinforcing relations with both India and Burma, Japan poses as a challenge against China by making an effort to establish a common front along the latter’s southern border while closing in on China’s growing influence in Southeast Asia. On the other hand, joining the TPP negotiations puts Japan in a potentially strategic and economic network that excludes China. As TPP possesses the potential to balance and even override Asia’s current progress in regional integration centered on the China-ASEAN Free Trade Area (CAFTA), Japan has strategic reasons to enter the initiative despite domestic challenges.

Improved Relations with India

Despite a long history of established interactions with India, Japan-India relations remain an under researched area compared with popular attention on India and China’s competition for great power status and conflicts between India and Pakistan. Yet Japan-India relations have important strategic implications in the face of China’s rise. For example, despite Japan’s provision of large amounts of official development assistance (ODA) to China, India was the first country Japan ever extended an ODA loan to back in 1958, and since 2003-2004, India has been the single largest recipient of Japanese ODA. 2012 marked sixty years of diplomatic
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relations between India and Japan.

Since the signing of the Japan-India Joint Declaration in 2001 that initiated high level dialogue and economic and security cooperation, Tokyo and New Delhi quickly expanded their relationship over the past decade. In 2005, Japan and India signed the Joint Statement on “Japan-India Partnership in the New Asian Era: Strategic Orientation of Japan-India Global Partnership.” The partnership agreement would become the cornerstone of bilateral relations between Japan and India. In terms of security cooperation, Tokyo and New Delhi advanced their strategic relationship through the adoption of the Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation between India and Japan in 2008.

For Japan, India is a particularly important strategic partner for several reasons. First, similar to Japan, India possesses traditional sovereign disputes with China in the Aksai Chin region. Sovereign disputes provide common grounds for Tokyo and New Delhi to cooperate and remain alert over Beijing’s growing influence. Second, in terms of geopolitics, India lies beside the Indian Ocean, critical waters that connect the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Malacca. Japan relies on the transport route through the Indian Ocean for much of its energy supply. Third, as a democratic country, India provides further ideological grounds for Japan to base bilateral cooperation upon. Japan, India and the U.S. form a strategic alliance that has great implications for the balance of power in Asia.

With China in mind, the second Abe administration has picked up on two main themes in its partnership with India. First, Tokyo has re-emphasized its democratic connection with India and seeks to strengthen bilateral relations as a part of a multilateral front founded on democratic values in Asia. Japan’s “value driven diplomacy” (kachi no gaikou) was first introduced under the Taro Aso administration and later embodied in the strategic concept so called “Arc of Freedom and Prosperity” (jiyu to hanei no ko), with India deemed as an important connection point in the arc. On December 27, 2012, immediately after his re-election to office, Shinzo Abe capitalized on Aso’s rhetoric and introduced his own strategic vision titled “Asia’s Democratic Security Diamond.” Not shy to reveal China as the main target of the concept, Abe proposed the establishment of a security diamond in Asia mainly based on cooperation among the four democracies of Japan, India, Australia and the U.S. It is clear that India serves as a critical piece in the strategy.

Second, following from Abe’s Security Diamond concept, Tokyo has come to emphasize cooperation with India in the realm of maritime security. Speaking at the Indian Parliament in his first term in 2007, Abe called for the formation of a “broader Asia” and “confluence of the two seas” --- the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Although
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much of Abe’s “Two Seas” speech merely elaborated on the general enhancement of cooperation between Japan and India, the speech paved the way for the emphasis on maritime security in Abe’s “Security Diamond” proposal. In his latter proposal, Abe pointed out that peace, stability and freedom of navigation between the Indian and Pacific Oceans are interconnected, an important reason for Tokyo and New Delhi to join hands in furthering maritime cooperation.\(^{21}\)

Since Abe’s second inauguration, Japan has moved quickly in boosting maritime cooperation with India. January 29, 2013, Japan and India commenced the first meeting of the Maritime Affairs Dialogue between the two countries in Delhi, India.\(^{22}\) Tokyo and New Delhi discussed a range of issues for cooperation, including non-traditional security threats, shipping and transport, marine sciences and technology, marine biodiversity and multilateral forums. Four months later (May 30, 2013), in the Japan-India leadership summit in Tokyo, both countries pledged to further improve maritime exercises between the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force and the Indian Navy, as well as to establish a Joint Working Group on the US-2 amphibious aircraft.\(^{23}\) The Abe administration’s intention to bolster cooperation in maritime defense between Japan and India is clear.

**Breakthrough in Burma**

East of India, Japan took actions as well. On May 24, 2013, Shinzo Abe made an official visit to Burma and became the first Japanese Prime Minister to call on the country in 36 years.\(^{24}\) Abe’s visit came almost a month later from Aung San Suu Kyi’s visit to Japan in April. To some extent, Abe’s visit was a good will gesture undertaken in response to Aung’s trip to Japan. Aung, the Chairperson of the National League for Democracy (NLD), has not visited Japan in 27 years.

Despite Burma’s continued military rule, the Burmese authority has taken steps that hint at the central government’s willingness to liberalize the country. Besides the lifting of Aung San Suu Kyi’s house arrest, the military government accepted the NLD and Aung’s participation in the national by-election, in which Burma’s biggest opposition party claimed 44 of 45 open seats. In an interview with the Washington Post prior to the election, Burmese President Thein Sein revealed the government’s determination to end domestic tensions, adopt reforms and strive for economic development.\(^{25}\) Burma’s liberalization not only facilitated U.S. President Obama’s reciprocal visit to the country on his first trip overseas since re-election in 2012, it also encouraged the U.S., European Union and Australia to subsequently relax sanctions on the once hermit state.

The Abe administration reached out to Burma in the context of a general détente between the international community and Burma. Several reasons encourage Japan to reinforce relations with Burma. First, in terms of geopolitics, Burma reserves access
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to the Indian Ocean. China, a long supporter of isolated Burma, has picked up on the latter’s strategic importance in recent years and aims to establish a land bridge through Burma that would connect Yunnan Province with the ports of Yangon and Thilawa.\(^{26}\) The Indian Ocean is an important sea connecting Japan to energy supplies from the Middle East. Second, Burma is an energy rich state abundant in resources such as coal, oil, gas, hydropower and biomass. According to a report conducted by the Asian Development Bank in 2012, Burma held an estimated 2 million tons of coal, 447.7 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and 206.9 million barrels of oil.\(^{27}\) Burmese energy may help to quench a part of Japan’s energy thirst. Third, if progress towards democratization and economic development continues, Burma may become an attractive market for Japanese investments and a country that complements Japan’s Arc of Freedom and Prosperity.

Through the three day summit in Burma, Tokyo and Naypyidaw reached a joint statement that would serve as the foundation to new friendship between the two countries. Besides the consolidation of diplomatic ties, Japan pledged to support Burma’s democratic transition, economic reform and efforts towards the enhancement of the rule of law and national reconciliation.\(^{28}\) In terms of economic relations, Japan and Burma agreed to facilitate the signing of a bilateral investment agreement and the joint development of the Thilawa Special Economic Zone. Tokyo also pledged to provide 51 billion yen (498.5 million USD) in loans towards Naypyidaw that would facilitate poverty reduction, project upgrade and infrastructural development in Burma.\(^{29}\) Furthermore, Japan confirmed to write off Burma’s remaining debt of 176.1 billion Yen while promising the provision of 2.4 billion Yen for water management in Yangon and scholarship for young Burmese officers.\(^{30}\) In short, Japan under the second Abe administration has made its strategic intentions clear in Burma.

**The TPP Strategy**

On July 23, 2013, Japan announced its participation in the TPP, becoming the 12\(^{th}\) member to enter the negotiations.\(^{31}\) Japan’s decision came almost five years after U.S. President Barack Obama first referred to the initiative in his speech at Tokyo’s Suntory Hall in 2008. Besides economic and political devastation wreaked by earthquake and tsunami in 2011, Japan was reluctant to participate in the U.S.-led TPP initiative due to the economic implications of trade liberalization, particularly on the agricultural sector. Opponents of the TPP argued that complete liberalization of the Japanese economy would eventually wipe out the agricultural sector among others and leave the country ever more reliant on imports --- a fact that has long been a problem for resource poor Japan. As farmers constitute a powerful voting bloc in Japan, debates over the TPP caused the issue to become a political topic over time and even led some pessimistic observers to make claims to Japan’s downfall if the TPP is


\(^{31}\) Cabinet Secretariat, Government of Japan, *op. cit.*
Nevertheless, in contrast to dissenting opinions, there are two major reasons that support Japan’s entry into the TPP negotiations. First, in terms of economics, the impact of TPP remains too early to be assessed despite pessimistic views. The pessimists are balanced by an equally strong camp of supporters for the TPP. For example, in a joint study report on the TPP released by the Canon Institute for Global Studies in 2011, academics dismissed negative views on the TPP and argued for Japan’s potential to balance China’s challenge and increase its negotiation position in trade through the TPP. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the TPP negotiations has the strategic function of embedding Japan into the U.S. re-balance strategy towards Asia. Although Japan has long played an important role in the U.S. hub and spoke strategy in Asia, in terms of economic policies, especially policies regarding regional integration, Japan has not always pursued the same options as the U.S. Participation in TPP negotiations has strengthened Japan’s relationship with the U.S. and hints at Tokyo’s recognition of common security interests with the U.S.

The strategic implication of the TPP negotiations for Japan is worth emphasizing. Despite the TPP’s clear economic nature, from a strategic point of view, the TPP has served as a means for the U.S. to reinforce its hub and spoke strategy in Asia founded on an economic and security nexus. Since the introduction of the TPP proposal in 2008, Washington has subsequently reinforced security relations with its partners to the TPP negotiations, including Australia, Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore and countries that have expressed an interest in the negotiations such as South Korea, Philippines and Thailand. Japan is the latest addition to the lineup and completes a line of defense that stretches from the Korean Peninsula to Southeast Asia. For Japan, such a common front not only increases its security, it may also serve as the foundation for political elites to adopt innovative proposals that complement the network.

**Conclusion: Japan’s New Security Strategy and its Implications for Sino-Japanese Relations**

As this article seeks to point out, under the leadership of the new Abe administration, Japan seems determined to rebound from economic recession since
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the 1980s and reconsolidate the country’s leadership role in the region through economic reforms. Besides Japan’s slumbering economy, perhaps a more important factor for the adoption of bold moves by the Abe administration was the economic challenge brought forth by China’s replacement of Japan as the second largest economy in the world. Coupled with the collateral damage done by the Tohoku earthquake, Abe may have understood that unless the Japanese economy could restart its engine, once again, he might be looking at another fleeting term in office. Abe’s boldness could also be seen on the security front as well, as seemingly independent moves such as Japan’s engagement with India and Burma and the TPP could all be tied together under Asia’s Democratic Security Diamond. Abe’s allusion is clear, as China (and North Korea) remains far from the dominant, western definition of a democratic state. Through geopolitical containment and economic confrontation, the Abe administration seeks to encircle China and stifle the latter’s rapid growth, particularly political influence.

There are two implications that could be drawn from Japan’s increased willingness to adopt more forceful actions in Asia. First, strategic competition between China and Japan can be expected to elevate. The Abe administration’s subsequent engagement with India and Burma are testament to a renewed strategic offensive by Japan. In historical perspective, besides territorial disputes at sea, since the end of the Koizumi government, Japan has remained relatively quiet for a decade in terms of geopolitics. Japan’s geopolitical silence may be the result of domestic political instability, a factor that severely undermined the ability of Japan’s leadership to introduce and put in place a mid to long range strategy that responds to China.

At the moment, the Abe administration seems determined to correct Japan’s strategic situation. Not only has Tokyo actively engaged India and Burma, efforts are made to reconcile relations with Russia and resolve the territorial dispute over the Kuril Islands, and boost cooperation and investment in Africa in an attempt to balance China’s increasing influence on the continent. If Tokyo continues to improve its relations with China’s neighbors, tensions between China and Japan may be difficult to avoid. On the other hand, as East Asia moves towards bipolarity with America’s return and China’s rise, Beijing may have more reason to regard Japan as a vanguard for any U.S. strategy and respond ever more forcefully against Tokyo’s actions. After all, Japan is not the U.S. and historical memory provides China with enough legitimacy to respond to Japan. In short, Sino-Japanese relations has the potential to become more paradoxical and further complicate the already difficult situation in Asia.

Second, “regional integration” in Asia may become a second front for strategic competition among major powers. As previous discussions pointed out, deeper political and strategic calculations may be involved in the TPP negotiations re-initiated by the U.S. The TPP not only provides the U.S. with a reason to return to Asia in search of economic opportunities, the initiative also provides an opportunity for the U.S. to balance China’s growing influence. Even though caught between two powers, Japan adopted a hedging strategy similar to many Southeast Asian countries by participating in both the RCEP and TPP negotiations, a unique characteristic of Japan makes hints at other implications in its strategy.

In contrast with other Asian countries, Japan is an economic power that was only surpassed recently by China, a fact that entails Japan’s potential ability to challenge China again in the near future. Japan’s economic power is also evident in the fact that in the mid-1990s, the country was at the helm of the development of regional integration in Asia; the ASEAN plus Six, the prototype of the RCEP, was originally proposed by Japan. Therefore, to a certain extent, Japan’s hedging strategy may also
consist of calculations for institutional balancing against China. Meanwhile, China has yet to respond directly to the TPP but rather, re-proclaimed its approval of ASEAN and support for the RCEP as the dominant scheme for regional integration in Asia. It remains to be seen whether competition between China and Japan and China and the U.S. shall elevate as well in terms of regional integration.